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Soft Architecture
Soft Architecture is the loose element that defines space, activities, and provides flow throughout. It can be 
furniture, screens, lighting, power distribution, and structures culminating into a framework that can shift as 
the organization and individuals discover productivity and communication benefits from a variety of settings.

Reimagine a built-in wall lounge by using LeanTo. We love incredible interior architecture elements and the bespoke nooks and alcoves that are designed,  
but we believe furniture can still provide these touches while allowing the Soft Architecture to evolve fluidly with the clients ever evolving needs. 

Create a meeting space using Heya collaborative booths over a structural huddle room. Offering similar attributes such as privacy, acoustical properties, 
space division and comfort, while simultaneously provoking connection.

As companies grow and expand, they need to be able to adapt both departmentally and sometimes throughout the full facility. With products like Obeya this 
allows the organization the freedom to make changes that could take months with drywall, down to a weekend’s work with Soft Architecture.
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Mobility and height adjustability are important in today’s workspace. Heya workstations give Individuals the ability to work where and how they 
choose, creating a private workstation that allows them to focus on the tasks at hand.

Personal pods have become popular over the last several years and even more so now than ever. Obeya gives you the ability to break down the permanent 
walls and create areas that support the needs of the individual, whether it be a personal phone booth, private workstation, or even a room for respite.
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Obeya allows for a variety of configurations using Soft Architectural walls to create multiple settings within space. Choosing these types of applications can 
result in cost savings and minimize disruptions to business continuity when you look at traditional expenses, time, resources, and labor of construction  
and millwork.  
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